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Design and construction of a heat stage for investigations of samples
by atomic force microscopy above ambient temperatures
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The construction from simple and cheap commercially available parts of a miniature heat stage for
the direct heating of samples studied with a commercially available optical-lever-detection atomic
force microscope is reported. We demonstrate that by using this heat stage, atomic resolution can be
obtained on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite at 52 °C. The heat stage is of potential use for the
investigation of biological material at physiological temperatures. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0034-6748~97!00801-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The experimental techniques of scanning tunneling
croscopy ~STM!1 and atomic force microscopy~AFM!2

have, apart from their great usefulness in material science
general,3 proven to be very powerful tools for the investig
tion of biological material at the molecular level,4–8 for the
study of model systems of biological membranes on len
scales over several orders of magnitude,9–17 and for the di-
rect study of living cells.18

One of the present limitations to achieving increas
knowledge on the behavior of biological molecules in vi
and in vitro by use of AFM or STM is the inability of com
mercially available microscopes to operate at temperat
different from ambient temperature. Several attempts h
been made by different investigators to overcome t
hurdle.13,19–22The most direct solution to the problems i
volved in performing AFM microscopy above ambient tem
peratures is to change the ambient temperature~i.e., to place
the microscope in an insulated box! and then operate th
microscope at the desired temperature after thermal equ
rium has been established. This method has success
been applied by several groups19,20,22to samples studied by
AFM at temperatures from 6 K up toroom temperature, bu
has so far been unsatisfactory when studying samples a
room temperature.5,20,23 Among other reasons, this may b
due to the fact that the loading forces vary due to therm
induced cantilever drift.5,23 Furthermore, the signal-to-nois
ratio may be too small20 for operating the AFM with satis-
factory resolution, and the electronic components of
AFM may in some cases not be designed to operate at
peratures elevated even just slightly~,40 °C! above room
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temperature~personal communication with Leif So”rensen of
Danish Micro Engineering—DME!.

Attempts have also been made to solve the problem
thermostating through direct heating of sample and tip, le
ing the scanning microscope to operate at room tempera
With STM, direct heating has proved to be a powerful to
for imaging surfaces with atomic resolution,21 giving rise to
a new type of scanning microscope, the scanning th
mopower microscope~SThM!, that recently allowed Pole
et al.13 to image monolayers of guanine on mica at 72 °C

With the AFM, direct heating has been attempted
several groups. A system based on the circulation of ther
stated water in a fluid-cell AFM, has been proposed by K
et al.,24 and the problem of temperature control in the flu
cell has been discussed by the same authors.25 Furthermore,
several successful attempts by different authors to con
the AFM into an atomic force SThM by modifying the can
tilever have been reported.26–31 In this setup, heating occur
either through the tip30,31 or by direct sample heating. How
ever, at present the lateral resolution using atomic for
SThM lies on the scale of micrometers with both heati
methods, which is in contrast to the atomic resolution obta
able with the tunneling SThM.32

We here report on the design and construction of a h
stage to be used together with a commercially availa
AFM ~we used a Rasterscope 4000 from DME! for direct
heating of sample and cantilever. Atomic resolution at
evated temperatures is demonstrated by imaging highly
dered pyrolytic graphite~HOPG! with atomic resolution at
52 °C.

II. INSTRUMENTATION

A miniature electrical heating-stage was used to heat
samples~Fig. 1!. The central heat generating element is
ohmic resistance~220 or 100V, both allowing for a maxi-
mum temperature of 90 °C, when connected to an exte
variable current supply, Mascot Type 719, Norway! encap-
sulated in gold-covered iron and kept in place with therm

ic

il:
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FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the heat stage.
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conducting glue. To the iron capsule we have attache
thermoprobe, a Pt100 thermoresistor~Standard B.S. 1904!,
which allows us to monitor the temperature of our sample
within 60.5 K. Also attached is a glass plate at the bottom
the heat stage to~partially! decouple the heat stage therma
from the piezoelement. The two sets of electrical wires le
ing away from the heat stage are enclosed in an epoxy c
ing and lifted 0.5 cm up above the heat stage in order to k
the wires from touching the cantilever slide. This was do
in order to keep vibrations in the piezoelement from induc
surplus cantilever vibrations.

III. EXPERIMENT

HOPG was purchased from DME and cleaved sho
before use. For imaging we used a Rasterscope 4000
DME and microfabricated Si3N4 cantilever tips with nominal
spring constants of either 0.36 or 0.08 N/m. The images~256
pixels3256 pixels! were recorded in air at different temper
tures in contact mode at a constant force of 1 nN. Go
thermal contact between sample and heat stage was as
by use of a thermoconducting silicone grease, Dow Co
ing™ heat sink compound 340~Dow Corning Corp., USA.!

Tip and sample were brought into contact and the AF
was adjusted to give good images of the surface before h
ing of the samples. During heating the AFM was contin
ously readjusted to compensate for the thermal drift of the
induced by the heating. Typically the system would beco
stable at the new temperature within the time span of 1
Measurements were not initiated until both cantilever a
temperature had remained stable for at least 15 min.

During measurements, we monitored the ambient te
perature through a second thermoprobe at a distance of
from the heat stage. We found that the ambient tempera
did not increase more than about 1 K within the time span of
hours. Thus we are confident that the electronic parts of
AFM were not influenced by the heating.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of our measurements are shown on the F
2 and 3. Figure 2 shows HOPG with atomic resolution
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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52 °C and Fig. 3 shows HOPG at the same temperature
a magnification of 131 mm. The insert to Fig. 2 shows th
two-dimensional Fourier transform spectrum of the ima
We find an interatomic spacing of 2.1360.1 Å, as expected
for graphite~Ref. 33, Table B-198!. From the flatness of Fig
3, one can conclude that the heating is very homogene
over the surface of the sample, since any inhomogeneit
temperature would lead to the immediate destruction of
focus due to cantilever drift as discussed by Radmac
et al.23 We have obtained similar results with the same d
gree of spatial resolution at other temperatures.

Contrary to the results obtained with the atomic for
SThM26–31we can obtain atomic resolution with the use
the heat stage described above. The following two featu
are believed to be important: First, since heat conduct
through air represents the major mode of heat transfer
tween sample and tip,29 we work the AFM with the cantile-
ver and the sample at thermal equilibrium, which elimina
any major cantilever fluctuations due to thermal drift. Se

FIG. 2. Image of HOPG with atomic resolution measured at 52 °C wit
lateral resolution of 5.2 nm35.2 nm. Scale bar inserted to show roughne
The insert shows the two-dimensional fast Fourier transform of the ima
141Heat stage for AFM
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ond, since Si3N4 tips are poor thermal conductors,27 we use
such tips while scanning at constant force, assuring that
scans are insensitive to any minor~atomic scale! thermal
fluctuations on the sample surface.

Due to its ability to work at temperatures above roo
temperature, the present heat-stage AFM setup should p
useful for investigation of biological material at physiolog
cal temperatures.

Note added in proof:During the publication process o
this article, an article by I. Musˇevič et al. @Rev. Sci. Instrum.
67, 2554 ~1996!# corroborating the results described in t
present article has appeared.
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